INTRODUCTION

Educators and psychologists have long viewed creativity as an important yet often neglected educational goal (Aljughaiman & Mowrer-Reynolds, 2005; Beghetto & Plucker, 2006; Guilford, 1950; Vygotsky 1967/2004). Interest in making creativity a more central goal in schools has grown steadily in recent years. Indeed, in the years that have transpired since our first version of this chapter, creativity in education has received headline attention in popular media outlets (e.g., Newsweek, Wall Street Journal), become the focus of widely popular talks given by public intellectuals (e.g., TED talks), and is frequently highlighted in both popular sources of information (e.g., blog posts) and various scholarly outlets (e.g., edited books, scholarly and practitioner-based journals). One reason for this increased interest is that creativity is viewed as a basic competency for being able to navigate the increasingly complex and unpredictable nature of life in a digital age (Craft, 2011). Not surprisingly, then, creativity has been featured as a central skill in the national curricula of various countries around the world (Beghetto, 2010; Craft, 2007). With respect to the United States, interest in the role that creativity can and should play in the K–12 curriculum has also grown steadily (Beghetto & Kaufman,
2013), as evidenced in recent national curricular guidelines that view creativity as a key component to development in students. For instance, the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (www.P21.org) includes creativity as one of its core learning skills.

Coupled with renewed interest in creativity are new concerns about the potentially stifling effects of schools and classrooms on the development of students’ creative potential—leading to the report of “a creativity crisis” in U.S. schools (Bronson & Merryman, 2010; Kim, 2011). Teachers are caught somewhere in the middle. Although most teachers recognize the value of creativity, mandated accountability standards often place pressure on teachers to increase standardized test scores. Thus, concerns are expressed that nurturing creativity will come at the cost of covering the curriculum and even lead the class off topic—drifting toward curricular chaos (see essays in Beghetto & Kaufman, 2010). Unless teachers and researchers have a clear understanding of the nature of creativity and how it can coexist in a context of academic accountability, it is unlikely that renewed interest in creativity will lead to substantive changes in classroom practice.

In this chapter, we begin by discussing standard definitions and concepts of creativity, and we elaborate on our Four C Model of Creativity, which we believe is a more encompassing approach to creativity. We then discuss the conditions necessary for nurturing students’ development of creativity, including types of educational environments conducive to nurturing creative development and the importance of teaching students when (and when not) to be creative. We close with a summary of key points from the chapter and highlight a few key resources for anyone interested in learning more about creativity in the schools.

WHAT IS CREATIVITY?

Until the 1950s, creativity research was minimal, if barely existent. Less than 0.2% of all entries of Psychological Abstracts concentrated on creativity (Guilford, 1950). In his seminal address at the 1950 convention of the American Psychological Association, Guilford persuasively argued for the practical application and scientific merits of creativity research (Kaufman, 2009). Since that influential address, creativity has grown to be a key topic of research studied by numerous scholars representing varied disciplines (e.g., psychology, sociology, philosophy, the arts, and education) throughout the world.

One way of conceptualizing how creativity is researched across the world is to focus on whose creativity is being studied. By way of example, the focus of study in creativity depends on whether one is studying internationally famous movie director Steven Spielberg, his plumber (who may creatively fix troublesome leaks), his computer-scientist father and musician mother (both accomplished in their own right), his daughter Mikaela, or her fifth-grade teacher. Thus, the best way to measure creativity may shift according to the creator. Regardless of focus, most definitions of creativity now comprise two components. First, creative ideas need to represent something different, new, or innovative. Second, creative ideas must also be appropriate to the task. Thus, a creative response is original and appropriate as defined in a particular context (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2007; Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow, 2004).
THE FOUR C MODEL

Big-C Approaches

Most investigations of creativity tend to take one of two directions. The first direction focuses on works from eminent individuals, particularly those that are time honored. These types of studies and theories are typically referred to as studying “Big-C” creativity. Examples of studies include those that examine the creative contributions of eminent classical and opera composers whose works have lasted centuries (e.g., Simonton, 1977, 1997) or legendary scientists (Simonton, 2009). Much of the Big-C research uses the historiometric method, which analyzes data taken from biographies or reference sources, thus allowing researchers to examine cross-group patterns in a way that would be impossible to do by interviewing each individually. Many creativity theories have focused on Big-C concepts. For example, the Propulsion Theory of Creative Contributions (Sternberg & Kaufman, 2012; Sternberg, Kaufman, & Pretz, 2002) focuses on how an individual’s creative act potentially changes an entire field. The authors outline eight different types of creative contributions, with each representing a different way that a creator can impact a field. The first four contributions all stay within the framework of an existing paradigm. The most basic type of contribution is replication, which simply reproduces the past work of others. In comparison, redefinition tries to present a different perspective to an established concept, comparable to how a director might re-envision a classic play. The third contribution is forward incrementation, which pushes forward a field of study just a little. Maybe the creator makes a slight change in what already exists, such as a slight twist on a genre novel. These additions usually are not groundbreaking—it takes the field of study in the same direction it was heading. The final contribution is the advance forward incrementation. This contribution pushes the field of study far ahead—and the creator often suffers for being too far ahead of the times. The remaining four creative types discussed in propulsion theory represent attempts to reject and replace the current paradigm. Redirection represents an attempt to take a field of study in a new direction. If most of these contribution types represent forward momentum, reconstruction/redirection is an attempt to move the field back to where it once was (a reconstruction of the past) so that it may move forward from this point—but in a different direction. Perhaps the most radical of all of the creative contributions is reinitiation. In reinitiation, the creator tries to move the field to a new (as-yet-unreached) starting point, then progress from there (e.g., Marcel DuChamp entering a urinal in an art exhibit and declaring it art). Finally, the last contribution is integration, in which two diverse domains are merged to create a new idea (e.g., the iPhone, which combines a handheld computer and cell phone).

Little-c Approaches

The other predominant approach to creativity focuses on creative activities conducted every day by laypersons or individuals who would not necessarily be considered experts or luminaries (e.g., Richards, 2007). The theories and studies along this line of thinking are usually said to focus on “little-c.” Areas of research that focus on little-c creativity may be aimed at developing and warranting the assertion that everyone has creative potential (for reviews, see Kaufman & Baer, 2005; Plucker et al., 2004). Some examples of little-c
research include investigations of layperson perceptions of creativity (i.e., how a layperson’s concept of creativity may differ from how a researcher might define the construct) and cross-cultural comparisons of beliefs about creativity (Lim & Plucker, 2001; Paletz & Peng, 2008).

There are several creativity theories that seem grounded in little-c, such as the Investment Theory of Creativity (Sternberg & Lubart, 1995), which argues that the key to being creative is to identify ideas or areas of research that have received only minimal attention, research these ideas, and convince others of how important they might be—and then, when other people have begun to study this topic, move on to another “unpopular” area of research. Sternberg and Lubart (1995) list six variables as being essential to creativity: intelligence, knowledge, personality, environment, motivation, and thinking styles. There are, indeed, patterns in these six variables that would describe a creative person. For example, people who are born into environments that value and nurture creativity tend to grow up to be more creative than people who grow up in environments that do not value (and may even punish) creativity. Another theory is Amabile’s (1996) Componential Model of Creativity, which contends that three variables are needed for creativity to occur: domain-relevant skills (knowledge of a particular field of study; having technical skills or talent within that domain); creativity-relevant skills (personal characteristics such as tolerance for ambiguity, ability to consider divergent perspectives, having creative metacognition, being self-disciplined, willingness to take risks); and task motivation (e.g., intrinsic or deep interest in the task).

**Beyond Big-C and little-c**

Although the distinction between Big-C and little-c creativity has been useful for helping to clarify different levels of creative magnitude, important ambiguities remain. There are people who are extremely creative and accomplished, but not at the Big-C level—should they be lumped in with little-c creators? If so, then little-c becomes a very broad category. Further, how are these models applied to K–12 and college-level learning?

The creative interpretations made by students as they learn a new concept or make a new metaphor are given short shrift in most conceptions of creativity. Consider, for example, the earlier-noted and standard definitions of creativity, which emphasize the combination of novelty and usefulness as defined within a particular sociocultural context (e.g., Plucker et al., 2004). Such definitions highlight the important role that the sociocultural context (e.g., eighth-grade poetry club vs. the Norton Anthology of Poetry) plays in determining what will be considered novel and useful. These core components of creativity (i.e., novelty, usefulness, social context) seem most salient to the little-c model. For instance, if an amateur poet shared some poems with a friend, he or she would not expect that friend to begin a critique by comparing the poems to Robert Frost or T.S. Eliot. Indeed, to reach the level of publishable work usually takes approximately 10 years (Hayes, 1989). The friend would likely evaluate the poems by determining whether there was something new and original about them and making sure that the poems followed some basic conventions of poetry. At the Big-C level, on the other hand, the twin components of novelty and usefulness are automatically assumed to be present. An analyst who studies the poetry of Emily Dickenson or W.B. Yeats does not need to begin by asserting...
that the poems are new or useful. Rather, the larger question rests on how these poets impacted the field and influenced generations of young writers.

Where does this leave the creative insights had by students who are still learning how to write poetry? A student’s initial efforts at poetry will not likely be judged to be novel or useful. As such, standard (little-c) definitions of creativity are not applicable (because the standard definition relies on external judgments of novelty and usefulness). Importantly, however, the student’s early poems can still represent work that is personally new and meaningful to him or her. Even though the poem likely will not represent anything new to the field, the very process of learning a field (like writing poetry) presents many opportunities for students to experience creative insights and interpretation.

Big-C and little-c conceptions of creativity are not enough to capture the complex nature of creativity. Kaufman and Beghetto (2009, 2013; Beghetto & Kaufman, 2007), therefore, proposed a Four C Model of Creativity that included two additional categories over what has been proposed in existing models: “Pro-c” and “mini-c.” Pro-c creativity is expert-level creativity that has not yet attained legendary status: If Jascha Heifitz is a Big-C violinist, then a Pro-c violinist might be the first chair of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Mini-c creativity constitutes the lowest level of the hierarchy—self-discovering or gleanling personally meaningful insights and interpretations inherent in the learning process (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2007). As one example that distinguishes the little-c from the mini-c, someone who plays violin for a community orchestra would be at the little-c category, while a sixth-grade starting violin lessons would be at the mini-c category.

Given that mini-c is most applicable to school-aged youth, we focus on that concept here. Mini-c creativity broadens traditional conceptions of creativity to include creative insights and interpretations. Occasionally, such insights and interpretations may develop into little-c (or perhaps even Big-C) contributions (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2007). In this way, mini-c creativity can also serve as natural progression to more mature and impactful forms of creativity (little-c and Big-C). For example, the invention of Velcro (Big-C creativity) started with George de Mestral’s mini-c insight he had after examining the burs that latched onto his clothing while hiking in the Swiss Alps. Of course, the ability to move from such a mini-c insight into the manufacturing of a Big-C product (like Velcro) requires expert knowledge, persistence, resources, and some degree of luck (see Simonton, 2009). Still, it is important to note that the unambiguous, creative end product (in this case, Velcro) can overshadow the recognition that the process started with a mini-c (intrapersonal) insight. Although not everyone’s insights will lead to innovative and high-impact products, the genesis of such products (i.e., mini-c insights) occurs nearly every day and is available to most anyone (be they world-renowned inventors or grade school children).

The Promise of mini-c Creativity for Schools and Classrooms

We see the concept of mini-c creativity as holding great promise for helping educators make room for creativity in schools and classrooms. Traditional conceptions of creativity, which focus on eminent levels of creative breakthrough and high levels of productivity, make it difficult for educators to justify spending time on activities with such a low probability of manifesting “creativity” in their students (i.e., revolutionary breakthroughs and
high levels of productivity in some domain). It is, therefore, not surprising that while teachers generally value creativity, they fail to see its relevance or importance in their own classroom (Beghetto, 2007; Beghetto & Plucker, 2006).

The marginalization of creativity in schools and classrooms is also underwritten by a host of negative stereotypes and perceptions about creative students. These negative beliefs and perceptions are found across cultures and have long histories. For example, some teachers in Western cultures seem to value creative students less than they value bright students, in part because they associate creativity with nonconformity, impulsivity, and disruptive behavior (e.g., Dawson, 1997; Scott, 1999). Other studies find that teachers feel favorably about creative students (e.g., Runco, Johnson, & Baer, 1993), although they may not be fully clear on what creativity means (Aljughaiman & Mowrer-Reynolds, 2005). For example, in one study, teachers reported liking creative students but then defined creativity with adjectives such as “well-behaved” or “conforming.” These perceptions changed for the negative when the same teachers were given descriptors that were more typically used to describe creative people, such as “impulsive” or “tries to do what others call impossible” (Westby & Dawson, 1995).

Several other investigations have found that teachers’ understanding of creativity is often poor. Diakidoy and Phtiaka (2002), for example, discovered that teachers associated creativity primarily with the arts and did not associate “knowledge” as a meaningful component of creativity (see also Seo, Lee, & Kim, 2005). Further, de Souza Fleith (2000) found that although teachers articulated how their attitudes might impact student creativity, they did not consider concepts such as self-evaluation, rewards, or intrinsic motivation as being related to creativity. These negative or misinformed perceptions of creativity can transcend cultures. For example, Tan (2003) reported that student teachers in Singapore favored students who had pleasant dispositions (e.g., kind, friendly) over students who were more creative and risk taking. Chan and Chan (1999) found that Chinese teachers associated socially undesirable traits with student creativity, arguing that in Chinese cultures, nonconforming or expressive behavior can be interpreted as arrogant or rebellious. Similar findings have been found in Turkish teachers (Güncer & Oral, 1993).

Mini-c creativity offers teachers another way of thinking about student creativity. Indeed, mini-c creativity highlights the creative processes inherent in the development of creative potential. The concept of mini-c helps teachers recognize that creativity most likely manifested in their classroom will be of a different caliber and require more nurturance than what traditional conceptions of creativity would allow. Importantly, mini-c creativity reframes creativity in a more positive light for teachers. Rather than creativity being viewed as something extraordinary (and therefore extracurricular), mini-c stresses that creative insights and interpretations are present in students’ everyday learning of core curricular topics. When teachers recognize this, it is hoped that they will be in a better position to provide supportive feedback aimed at helping students develop their creative potential.

Supportive teacher feedback is an important issue when it comes to students’ creativity development. For instance, Beghetto (2006) found that middle and secondary students’ reports of teachers providing positive feedback on their creativity were the strongest predictors of beliefs in their own creativity. As such, teachers have good reason
to actively seek out (and develop) strategies for providing supportive feedback that helps students develop their confidence in their own creativity. Doing so may help students move from mini-c interpretations to real-world innovations.

How might this feedback look in the classroom? Beghetto (2007) discussed how teachers can encourage movement from mini-c interpretations to little-c expressions by: (a) taking the time to hear and attempt to understand how students are interpreting what they are learning; (b) helping students recognize when their contributions are not making sense given the domain constraints, conventions, and standards of a particular activity or task; and (c) providing multiple opportunities for students to practice developing the skills of a particular domain or task. These suggestions, as well as other practical recommendations (see Beghetto, 2005), provide tangible illustrations of how teachers can recognize the value of students’ mini-c creativity.

ENVIRONMENTS SUPPORTIVE OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION

The policies, practices, and procedures of schools and classrooms are laden with goal-related messages that influence the motivational beliefs and subsequent achievement behavior of students (Pintrich & Schunk 2002). Everything from grading practices to honor rolls to displaying student work in hallways and classrooms communicates what is valued in the school/classroom and provides an underlying rationale for engaging in (or avoiding) achievement-directed behaviors. For instance, if displays of student writing in classrooms are finalized products (as opposed to drafts leading to finalized products), then the importance of outperforming others or avoiding the appearance of incompetence may be (unintentionally) stressed.

Motivation researchers have categorized the messages emphasized by learning environments into two major types: mastery goal structures and performance goal structures (see Anderman and Anderman, this book). Mastery goal structures have been linked to intrinsic motivation, whereas performance goal structures can trigger extrinsic motivation (Pintrich & Schunk 2002). Many research studies (Amabile, 1996; Amabile, Hennessey, & Grossman, 1986; Amabile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994) report that creativity is typically increased when students have intrinsic motivation about a task. However, the relation between motivation, goal structure, and creativity is not necessarily completely straightforward. Although limited empirical work has directly examined the influence of classroom goal structures on student creativity, the conceptual links between creativity, classroom goal structures, and students’ motivational beliefs likely are complex, nuanced, and extend beyond the good/bad dichotomy in which mastery and performance goals are often portrayed. For example, Beghetto (2006) found a positive association between middle and secondary students’ creative self-efficacy beliefs (i.e., self-assessments of creativity) and mastery goal orientations (i.e., focus on improvement). Interestingly, a positive relation was also found between students’ creativity self-efficacy beliefs and their performance approach beliefs. This finding suggests that there may be an optimal “additive pattern” (Barron & Harackiewicz, 2001) of mastery and performance approach beliefs and creative self-efficacy beliefs. In other words, it may be the case that the combination of mastery and performance goals actually bolsters and protects creativity self-beliefs.
At this point, such assertions require further study and, importantly, should not underplay the potentially negative impact that external rewards may have on creativity (particularly in the absence of mastery goals that may counterbalance their negative effects). Indeed, the very presence of rewards for creative work can impact creativity and the desire to be creative in multiple ways. In one study, even with tasks presented in a context that emphasized intrinsic motivation, extrinsic rewards had a negative impact on performance (Cooper, Clasen, Silva-Jalonen, & Butler, 1999). Others argue that rewards can be beneficial if given wisely. For example, neither an individual’s intrinsic motivation nor creativity were negatively affected—and could actually be enhanced—if the reward (particularly a verbal reward) was delivered after the creative activity (Eisenberger & Selbst, 1994). Eisenberger and Shanock (2003), in reviewing the many studies on the harm or benefits of reward, concluded that much of the debate involves methodological issues. Specifically, they argued that rewarding creative performance increases both intrinsic motivation and creativity (traditionally measured at the mini-c or little-c level), whereas rewarding conventional performance decreases both intrinsic motivation and creativity.

Given the strong connection among the school environment, motivation, and creativity, educators have a responsibility to actively consider how the motivational messages sent by school and classroom policies, practices, and procedures may influence students’ willingness to develop and express their creativity. Beghetto (2005) provides several general recommendations for supporting student creativity in educational settings. Those recommendations include: (a) setting challenging but realistic goals for students and focusing on the features of a task that are interesting and personally meaningful (rather than attempting to motivate students to complete tasks simply because they are assigned and will be graded); (b) supporting creative expression by encouraging the generation of novel ideas and helping students then select the most promising and appropriate ideas for a given task; (c) minimizing the pressures of assessment; (d) helping students recognize that the primary reason for engaging in a task is self-improvement rather than just showing others that they can successfully complete a task; (e) helping students learn from mistakes and recognize that making mistakes is a natural part of learning; and (f) helping students consider what their assigned grade meant rather than focusing solely on letter grades and test scores (i.e., what they did well and how they might improve in the future).

**TEACHING STUDENTS WHEN (AND WHEN NOT) TO BE CREATIVE**

Given the recent attention paid to creativity and the interest on the part of policy makers and business leaders to make creativity a more prominent educational goal in the United States and abroad (Craft, 2007; www.P21.org), the message that may be sent to teachers and students is that they should somehow strive to be creative at all times and in all places. We worry that this is the wrong message.

Part of developing a creative skillset includes learning when (and when not) to be creative. This knowledge, called creative metacognition (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2013), refers to a combination of creative self-knowledge (knowing one’s own creative strengths and limitations, both within a domain and as a general trait) and contextual knowledge.
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(knowing when, where, how, and why to be creative). Prior research has provided evidence that creative people have higher creative metacognition (CMC). For example, Silvia (2008) asked people to pick their best responses to a divergent-thinking task and found that more creative people were more likely to choose accurately. Similarly, Runco and his colleagues (Runco & Dow, 2004; Runco & Smith, 1992) found that people who tend to produce more original responses are also better at rating their most original responses to a divergent thinking task. Such insight could also be used to determine times when creativity might be best reined in. For example, a student may have a very creative idea about butterflies during a multiplication test, but the best course of action is probably to finish the test first.

A key area of future research is thus to explore how teachers might best encourage students to be creative and, at the same time, teach students how to “read a situation” and determine whether and how to express one’s creative ideas, insights, and behaviors. One place to start would be in how teachers provide students with informative feedback—highlighting students’ creative strengths (what they can already do well) and limitations (where they need to continue to learn and improve). For example, researchers might explore how use of the Goldilocks Principle of feedback (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2007) supports the development of CMC. Specifically, this principle highlights the importance of providing feedback that is not too harsh (stifling students’ motivation) yet not too gentle (little attention to real-world standards).
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**CHAPTER SUMMARY: CREATIVITY**

- Creativity is originality plus task appropriateness.
- There are different types of creative impact.
- There are different levels of creativity.
- Features of the classroom can support creative expression.
- Features of the classroom can suppress creative expression.
- There is a time and place for creativity.

**SUGGESTED READINGS: CREATIVITY**


This chapter, in the *Cambridge Handbook of Creativity*, goes into depth about creativity in the classroom.


In this paper, the authors first propose the construct of mini-c.


This brief book is an overview of the field of creativity studies.


In this paper, the authors present the full Four C Model.